2005 acura rsx interior

You have no vehicle information saved in your Acura Owners account. Vehicle Specifications.
Print Specs. Engine 5 Speed Automatic. Back to top. Engine Type. Displacement liters.
Horsepower SAE net. Compression Ratio. Fuel Injection. Transmission 5 Speed Automatic.
Chassis 5 Speed Automatic. Body Type. Steering Type. Turning Circle, curb to curb. Exterior
Features 5 Speed Automatic. Heated, power-operated, body-colored outside mirrors. Remote
entry system. All-Season steel-belted radial tires. Heat-rejecting green-tinted glass.
Galvanized-steel body panels. Body-colored front and rear bumpers. Body colored rockers.
Speed-sensing, variable intermittent windshield wipers. Rear-window wiper and washer.
Integrated rear glass antenna. Chrome exhaust outlet. Body-colored chin spoiler and lower side
sills. Chip-resistant rocker panels. General Specifications 5 Speed Automatic. Fuel Tank
Capacity. Recommended Fuel. Crankcase Refill Capacity, including filter. Cooling System
Capacity. Minimum Ground Clearance. Curb Weight. Head Room Front. Head Room Rear. Leg
Room Front. Leg Room Rear. Hip Room Front. Hip Room Rear. Shoulder Room Front. Shoulder
Room Rear. EPA Passenger Volume. EPA Cargo Volume. Interior Accessories 5 Speed
Automatic. CD Changer. CD Changer Magazine. All-Season Floor Mats, Black. Aluminum Shift
Knob 5MT. Cassette Player. Trunk Tray. Luggage Net. Interior Trim. CD Changer Attachment.
Interior Features 5 Speed Automatic. Sport seat with cloth-trimmed interior. Driver's seat
adjustable lumbar support. Driver's seat-height adjustment. Leather-wrapped steering wheel.
White-faced gauges with red illumination. Front center console with tray and dual beverage
holder. Lighted front beverage holder area. Rear-seat center storage and tray. Three rear
beverage holders. Center console front and rear power outlets. Driver's and front passenger's
seatback pockets. Front passenger-side walk-in feature. Carpeted floor mats. Removable cargo
cover. Dual trip meters. Maintenance interval reminder. Illuminated power window switches and
ignition switch. Integrated glass antennae. Titanium trim in front seat headrest opening.
Textured titanium instrumental panel trim. Power moonroof with tilt and key-off operation.
Theft-deterrent system with electronic immobilizer. Automatic Climate Control System with
air-filtration system. Power windows, door locks and hatch lock. Steering wheel-mounted cruise
control. Front door storage pockets. Dual overhead map lights with welcome lighting system.
Safety Features 5 Speed Automatic. Driver's and front passenger's dual-stage air bag
supplemental restraint system SRS. Driver's and front passenger's side air bags with front
passenger's Occupant Protection System. Impact-absorbing crumple zones front and rear.
Multi-reflector halogen headlights. Rear-window defroster with timer. Front side-window
defoggers. Side-impact door beams. Side-impact floor beam. Collapsible steering column.
Impact-absorbing interior surfaces. Safety glass. Nonprotruding switches and controls.
Automatic transmission interlock features. Center high-mount brakelight. All-around visibility
degrees. Warranties 5 Speed Automatic. Exterior Accessories 5 Speed Automatic. Moonroof
Visor. Car Cover. Full Nose Mask. Wing Spoiler or Tailgate Spoiler. Front Under Body Spoiler.
Side Under Body Spoiler. Rear Under Body Spoiler. Splash Guards. Fenderwell Trim. Wheel
Locks. Engine Block Heater. Fog Lights. Color-Matched Door Edge Trim. Gold Emblem Kit.
Engine 5 Speed Manual. Transmission 5 Speed Manual. Chassis 5 Speed Manual. Exterior
Features 5 Speed Manual. General Specifications 5 Speed Manual. Interior Accessories 5 Speed
Manual. Interior Features 5 Speed Manual. Chrome trim ring around manual transmission shift
boot. Safety Features 5 Speed Manual. Warranties 5 Speed Manual. Exterior Accessories 5
Speed Manual. Engine 6 Speed Manual Type-S. Transmission 6 Speed Manual Type-S.
Close-ratio 6-Speed Manual Transmission: 1st: 3. Chassis 6 Speed Manual Type-S. Exclusive
inch aluminum alloy wheels. Body colored tailgate spoiler. Billet-style exhaust outlet.
Sport-tuned suspension. Titanium finished gearshift knob. Warranties 6 Speed Manual Type-S.
Change Vehicle. Choose a Year and Model to View YEAR MODEL Select. It was introduced in
North America on 2 July [2] as the Acura RSX , the name a part of Acura's naming scheme
changing the names of its models from recognizable names like "Integra" or "Legend" to
alphabetical designations in order for buyers to build more recognition to the marque, and not
the individual cars. In concordance with the introduction of the Integra's platform mate, the
seventh-generation Civic being introduced in , the Integra joined the Civic in abandoning
Honda's traditional double wishbone suspension at both ends and adopted MacPherson struts
in the front and trailing arm type suspension in the rear along with the new K-series engine
supplanting the B-series. The DC5 received a facelift in MY The headlight and taillight
assemblies lost the so-called 'teardrop' shape. This made the assemblies flush with the
bumpers. Aside from the facelift, this year also saw other changes. The interior received new
trim and gauge clusters, an immobilizer and alarm became standard, the body became stiffer,
the suspension springs were redesigned, and the car's tendency to bump steer was reduced.
The iS was available with inch steel wheels with covers, or optional inch 5-spoke alloy wheels.
The Type R lacked many of the luxury features like vanity mirrors or side airbags found in the

Type S, true to its racing heritage. The C package on the Type R added various accessories,
such as a rear window wiper, remote control, and folding mirrors. After , Titanium interiors
became available for all exterior colours. The Type S had redesigned cloth and leather seats.
The refreshed Type R had the option of either the high wing, or the trunk lip spoiler. Both the iS
and Type S were available with sunroof, and navigation systems. Modulo accessories offered
include interior trim shift knobs, decals, etc. Interestingly, Japan's vehicle parts road
compliance regulations means many tuning parts for the DC5 can be purchased from Honda
dealerships. The base Integra was simply the Japanese-market iS, while the Luxury added
accessories like leather seats and a sunroof. Australian Type Rs were different from the JDM
models, as they were not equipped with all of the features of the latter. With the Integra's refresh
in , the base model was dropped. The only trims available in was the Luxury and Type S. For
facelifted Oceanic models, extra strengthening was given to fit higher safety regulations. An
automatic transmission was not offered on the Type-S. The Type-S included additional features
such as sport-tuned suspension, gunmetal painted wheels, One peculiar note for the initial
model year [ clarification needed ] were two available options. In , the RSX received a refresh.
On the exterior, Acura updated the headlights and taillights and the Type-S received an updated
rear hatch spoiler. The "A-Spec Performance Package" was a dealer option package. The
package included a sport suspension system, under-body spoiler kit, wing spoiler came with
stronger hatch shocks to hold additional weight , exterior badging and 5 dual spoke inch gun
metal wheels. The exterior color choice would dictate the interior color. Some colors were
available in either trim package while other colors would be available in one trim level but not
the other. In , colour options were as follows: [19]. In , the available color combinations were as
follows: [20]. Three models were available in Canada: Base, cloth interior no leather optional ,
no ABS, no moonroof, no cruise control, unpainted side skirts and front lip, inch steel wheels
with wheel covers, non heated seats, non leather wrapped steering wheel, essentially an Integra
iS. The A-Spec package was available to the Type-S models. The Canadian RSX had a
significantly larger washer sprayer bottle to deal with harsher weather. They were 4. All
Canadian cars with leather seats were heated along with side view mirrors. The refresh in
brought the same updates as USDM cars. Base model now has standard alloy wheels 16 inch,
12 spoke. Sport cloth standard in , optional leather in Wheel types varied according to model
year. Type-S had the 17 inch 5 spoke alloys. RSX drivers finished in 5th and 9th in the Drivers'
Championship. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Acura RSX. For other
uses, see RSX disambiguation. Motor vehicle. Brembo quad piston calipers, 17x7 5 dual spoke
wheels. Retrieved 3 August Retrieved 14 July Archived from the original on 22 July Archived
from the original on 15 July Retrieved 23 May Archived from the original on 15 December
Retrieved 12 August Archived from the original on 21 September Archived from the original on
28 September Retrieved 10 November Archived from the original on 14 October Archived from
the original on 25 August Retrieved 3 October Acura , a division of Honda , road car timeline,
â€”present. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title Use dmy dates from
September Articles with short description Short description matches Wikidata Articles
containing Japanese-language text Wikipedia articles needing clarification from February All
articles lacking reliable references Articles lacking reliable references from February Commons
category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn
to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version.
Wikimedia Commons. Suzuka, Mie , Japan. Hideaki Uchino, Masashi Shimada [1]. FF layout.
Subcompact executive car. Compact executive car. Executive car. Full-size luxury car. Personal
luxury car. Sports car. Vehicles exclusive to Canada. Vehicles exclusive to China. Vehicles
exclusive to the United States. If you are looking for a vehicle that is reliable and will last a long
time, Acura is the car to buy. I have had the RSX for fourteen years and have not had any
issues. Gas mileage is another plus for this car. Commuting for work daily, getting good gas
mileage is a necessity. Safety is another huge selling feature of Acura. I have been in a couple
of accidents in the Acura and the car kept my family and me safe. Acura is the car to buy. The
vehicle is very good when it comes to overall gas efficiency. With less than 25 dollars you have
a full tank. The car is very reliable even if it has mileage over k. The interior of the car is very
nice in particular the seats. In long distance road trips the cruise control is very helpful as it
does help by giving better gas mileage. I recommend this car to any college student who is on a
budget. This kind of car will be very beneficial to someone like a delivery driver who doesn't
spend a ton of gas compared to a truck. Overall this car is very dependable and affordable. You
cannot go wrong purchasing it. I like my car a lot but sometimes it feels like it's very heavy and
sometimes it feels very light to drive. And my car also shakes If I drive above 60mph. It's hard to
drive on the freeway because it will start shaking uncontrollably and it scares me at times.
Change Year. Owner Reviews. For Sale Near Me. Select Model: Base. Optional Torque: ft.

Optional Horsepower: hp. Optional Curb Weight: lbs. Mechanical Features 2. Compare Models
Base. Front Wheel Drive. Gasoline Fuel. Body colored tailgate spoiler. Dual pwr heated mirrors.
Galvanized steel body panels. Body colored chip-resistant rocker panels. Heat-rejecting
green-tinted glass. Speed sensitive variable intermittent front wipers. Multi-reflector halogen
headlights. Interior Features Perforated leather-trimmed bucket seats. Titanium finished gear
shift knob. Door storage compartments. Removable cargo cover. Carpeted floor mats. Remote
fuel filler door release. Remote keyless entry. Anti-theft engine immobilizer. Theft deterrent
system. Front passenger-side walk-in feature. Maintenance interval reminder. Rear in-glass
printed antenna. Illuminated ignition switch. Rear 3-point seatbelts. Automatic transmission
interlock features. Collapsible steering column. Impact-absorbing interior surfaces. Teresa F
wrote on September 19, Eloy R wrote on September 19, Mary A wrote on September 19, See All
Reviews Continue to Overview. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Fortunately, my trusty back-up
drive that's louder than a Buddy Club Spec II still had both the write-up and the original images
stored safely. Being that this supercharged, Kpowered DC5 is one of our all-time favorites, we
brought the story back to life for those that might have never had the chance to get the full
rundown. Here's the original story:. If there's one thing that we're beat over the head with by our
parents from a very young age, it's that things can always be better. Of course, on the flip side,
we learn very early on that things can often be much worse. It's usually a humbling experience
or two along the way that helps us to draw a distinct separation between the two. A normal part
of life, we all grow from triumphs and setbacks. Both are feelings that are almost essential
during your car-building experience. Being an automotive enthusiast parallels everyday life in
that you hopefully learn to overcome your obstacles and you appreciate the end result of all of
your hard work. It's common knowledge that at any given moment, you can run into some
serious problems both mechanically and financially. How you overcome and move on is as
essential to your project, as it is to your character. And like anything else, no matter how
difficult things become, there's always someone that's either experienced it already, or has seen
much worse. Take Zach Zweifel for example. An enthusiast not unlike yourself, he's seen his
fair share of setbacks. The Janesville, WI native has probably suffered through one of the most
epic hurdles of anyone we've ever spoken with. Zach is an inspiration to us all, but before we
get to that, lets get to know a little about the history of his immaculate RSX. I was na ve in
thinking that promise would last though, and eventually dove right into getting my first mods for
it. His RSX still carried a factory warranty and he didn't want to do anything mechanically to
void it that safety cushion. Once the kit was on, the tuning bug came knocking on Zach's door
oftenâ€”and he was hooked. Feeding off of his own hunger to modify, Zweifel soon purchased
an intake, header, and exhaust like most enthusiasts. The performance products he installed
could very easily be switched back to factory components if he chose, thus retaining his
warranty, but one fateful night of spirited driving immediately changed all that. In that short
span of time, I managed to destroy my factory K20Z1 engine and kissed my warranty goodbye. I
had my RSX towed to the dealership and the techs there told me that it was the worst engine

that they had ever seen. It was clear that I wasn't going to get a replacement from the dealer, so
I just decided to go all-out and build away-that's how I ended up with the K24 motor! While a
failed shift and the trashing of a marvel like the K20 isn't something you can simply brush-off,
Zach approached the situation positively and used his mistake as motivation to build his idea of
a better RSX. Zach was always a hands-on type of guy and mechanically-inclined, so an engine
swap was a walk in the park. He even took the time to install his first significant power-adder in
the form of a Jackson Racing supercharger, a potent addition to the already torque-happy 2. It
was during the early stages of his rebuild when he experienced an epic setback that Zach still
bears the scars from to this very day, both physically and mentally. I had just returned from my
usual Christmas trip in Mexico with my sister so I had no idea what the snow conditions were
like. Apparently it hadn't snowed much, if at all, the days prior to my arrival there, which meant
the fresh snow would be mostly ice. There was man-made snow but even that was essentially
ice. I didn't think anything of it then so I set out to make one last run down a hill before I called it
a night. As I made my way down the hill, I noticed that I was picking up quite a bit of speed. I
tried to slow down but I lost control and was sent backwards at full speed. I used my arms to
brace the fall but my elbow hit the ice and my arm literally snapped in half upon impact. The rest
was pretty hazy; I was in and out of consciousness and vaguely recall seeing my sister as she
tried to keep me awake. The ambulance eventually came and I realized that I had broken my
Humerus clean in half. Working on my car really helped me deal with all the pain and suffering I
was going through. It's been three years now and I'm still having surgery to fix my arm, so
having a car to build really helped me mentally escape from all that I had to deal with. Another
hobby that Zach developed during his recovery was his fascination with photographing
everything he did to his car. He claims that it even helped in his recovery because he could see
the steady improvements in his hand as well as his car over time. Zach eventually took all the
photos he had compiled over time and separated them into specific 'do-it-yourself' articles for
the web as a resource for other RSX-owners. It felt good knowing that I could help a fellow
enthusiast and it made my recovery that much more meaningful. If anyone is allowed to say that
they had a rough journey during their build, it would definitely be Zach Zweifel. He took an
otherwise horrible situation and turned it into a meaningful experience. Need motivation in the
future? If there is one thing that we all learn as we get older with age, it's the reassuring idea
that things can always be better-and unfortunately, they can also be worse. It's often a humbling
experience that clarifies one from the other, but it's good to remember. We all grow from
triumphs and setbacks; that is just how life works. When we are young, all we ever do is
complain when we don't get our way. When we finally do get our way, we sort of just accept it
as how life is supposed to work, and that's definitely not the case. Setbacks are almost required
as they help us to grow and appreciate the good that eventually comes. Obviously when things
are going good, you don't say that things can always be better. When life is running smoothly,
the glass is always half-full. It is good, however, to remember that in your moments of adversity,
things can always be worse. If anything, life is a series of setbacks. You live, you learn, and you
grow. Life will never put anything in front of you that you can't deal with. If at any time you are
feeling at your absolute lowest and can't possibly imagine being in any worse of a situation, just
remind yourself that things can always be worse and that there is probably someone going
through much more at any given time. Some may think that he's a bit of a photo-whore but he
has developed some very useful tech pieces. In fact, he has over 50 do-it-yourself articles on
various RSX-related forums that are very easy to access. They range from the simplest of
modifications, like installing a rear wiper delete plug, to a step-by-step tutorial on how to
complete in engine swap! The DIY posts consist of everything that he's done to his RSX, but
there is more than enough information for you to adapt anything he does to your specific make
and model vehicle. You can also follow his Youtube channel. Car Photography tips and gallery
of top phot
1999 ford ranger transfer case
fiero wiring diagram
auto mechanics manuals
os submitted by readers. Tips by E. John Thawley III regrading speed, and how not to waste
time during an outdoor car photoshoot. Learn how to install an upgraded suspension system
and shocks on a Acura RSX and much more! Honda Tuning features. View Photo Gallery 13
Photos. SPAZ Attack. Hybrid Racing. Noribilt Performance and Custom Fabrication. Honda
Tuning. By Joey Lee. Japanese European Domestic. Bob Hernandez â€” Feb 22, Rodrez â€” Feb
19, The Legend of the high-revving Honda S Roadster. Nick Yekikian â€” Feb 18, Christian
Seabaugh â€” Feb 17, Rodrez â€” Feb 17, Super Street Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip
Code:. Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Super Street Online. Yes â€” I

prefer to receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party
partners of Super Street Online. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our
terms of use. Sponsored Links. Make Model Year Search. Related Articles Honda Tuning
features.

